
AS THE new academic 
year gets underway, 
thousands of Freshers 
have been marking 
their valuable 
electronic equipment 
with SelectaDNA at 
universities across the 
UK including Bath, 
London School of 
Economics, and Dundee.

Many of the students have arrived 
on campus with an array of gadgets 
including laptops, digital cameras, smart 
phones, games consoles and iPods or 
MP3 players.

Brian Schofield, Head of Security 
Services at the University of Bath said: 

“We have more that 2,500 Freshers 
starting this year and we are asking 
those students to take ownership 
and responsibility of their property 
by marking it with SelectaDNA.” 

If a marked item is stolen and later 
recovered by police, it can be scanned 
and traced back to the rightful owner via 
the DNA marking. Mr Schofield added:

“Local thieves know that when 
students arrive they usually bring 
new equipment, so by 
encouraging the use of SelectaDNA 
we want to eliminate the risk of 
theft for our students and deter 
criminals at the same time. 
SelectaDNA is the latest in forensic 
marking products and as far as we 
are concerned it is another ‘tool in 
the toolbox’ that we can use to 
protect our students.” 

Meanwhile, at the London School 
of Economics, over 2,000 items of 
university property including laptops 
and PCs have been marked by the 
university’s in-house security team, and 
SelectaDNA kits are being offered to 
students to mark their own valuable 
property.

At the University of Dundee, students 
are being encouraged to mark their 
belongings using SelectaDNA, and 
induction sessions for Freshers on how 
to keep themselves and their property 
safe have been held.
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Successful launch of Spanish 
property marking schemes
SELECTAMARK’S Spanish distributor Grup Camos 
has been receiving excellent media coverage 
following the launch of  SelectaDNA property 
marking schemes in North Eastern Spain.
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Laptop found in drugs den 
returned to school

The laptop had been forensically marked by the school using SelectaDNA, and 
its serial number had been registered on a database, as part of a successful 
community anti-burglary initiative in New Zealand known as Operation SNAP.
Detective Sergeant Carl Moon of the Hamilton CIB said: 
“Too often we come across property in scenarios similar to this one but 
are unable to prove the item is stolen. Imagine how frustrating it is for 
police to have to return items to offenders because we can’t prove it 
is stolen. In this case with the forensic marking we’ll be 
able to return the laptop to the school.” 

A LAPTOP stolen from a school in New Zealand has been recovered after 
it was found by police searching a suspected drugs den in Hamilton. 

The Mayor of Figueres and the Chief 
of Police have given their backing to 
the project on regional television, and 
Figueres, along with several other towns 
in Catalonia, will now undertake a process 
of marking vulnerable council property 
over the next couple of months.  

Grup Camos has also recently signed an 
agreement with JORGC, the Association 
of Jewellers, Goldsmiths, Watchmakers 
and Gemologists of Catalonia to supply 
SelectaDNA products to its members. 



Bremen raises a glass  
to crime reduction 

BARS, restaurants and shops at a popular waterfront location in Bremen, 
Germany, are using SelectaDNA to protect their premises.

Forensic property marking kits have been 
supplied to almost all of the businesses 
in the harbour area of Schlachte, a well-
known “beer mile” in Bremen. Since the 
scheme began six months ago, there 
have been no reported incidents of theft 
or burglary.

Also in Bremen, curators at Haus 
Blomendal, a historic castle dating back to 
1354, have used SelectaDNA kits to mark 
valuable museum items and as a result 
have avoided an increase in insurance 
premium this year.

Meanwhile, a large neighbourhood crime 
reduction initiative supported by Bremen 
Police and involving 900 properties has 
been highly successful with no burglaries 
reported since May. 

Polish Forensic Association 
approves SelectaDNA
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Andrzej Kublik, Managing Director of APK 
Security Systems is responsible for 
introducing SelectaDNA to Police forces in 
Poland, and there are already plans for the 
product to be used in forensic undercover 
operations as well as other crime 
prevention initiatives.

Mieczysław Goc, PhD, vice president of 

the Polish Forensic Association will be 
addressing distinguished guests at the 
launch in Warsaw, including 
representatives from the District Public 
Prosecutor’s Office in Warsaw, School of 
Border Guards, Forensic Techniques Office 
of The Internal Security Agency, Polish 
National and Regional Police, as well as 
leading criminologists.   

SelectaDNA is being 
launched in Poland this 
month (October), with 
the backing of the Polish 
Forensic Association. 
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jewellery theft
INDEPENDENT jewellery stores in Belfast city centre 
are being protected from break-ins and smash and 
grab raids by the SelectaDNA Intruder Spray.

The spray system has already been successfully used to ward off criminals from  
other retail outlets in the UK including convenience stores, newsagents, supermarkets 
and pharmacies.  

Andy McDowall from Chubb Northern Ireland, whose company installed the spray 
system together with their own security locks, said: “The jewellery stores are on a  
busy high street and stock high quality diamonds and custom-made jewellery. 

“The fact that there have been no break-ins or attempted break-ins  
since the systems have been in place is excellent news for the owner.” 

The hi-tech system works by emitting a burst of forensic DNA solution when an 
offender forces entry into premises, marking them with an invisible and harmless, 
synthetic spray that stays on skin and clothing for up to three weeks, and provides  
legal evidence that can link the criminal to the break-in.

The spray can be integrated into an existing shop alarm system or run stand-alone  
with its own panic button. Warning signs and window stickers are supplied to alert 
potential criminals that the system is in use and to dissuade them from targeting  
the protected premises.

Durham 
churches 
hit the 
roof
CHURCHES in County 
Durham are being 
safeguarded against 
metal theft in a link-up 
between Selectamark 
and Vipa UK.

SelectaDNA Grease is being painted 
onto the roofs of the churches, 
while Vipa’s covert surveillance unit 
containing a strobe light and CCTV 
camera is placed inside the church.

Snap wires are linked from the unit 
to the metal roof and if it is touched 
or lifted in any way, the mechanism 
is triggered which results in a video 
recording of the crime taking place. 

The double whammy comes in the 
form of the incriminating grease 
containing unique forensic markers, 
which immediately transfer onto 
the criminal’s hands and clothing 
on contact.

Colin Chambers from Vipa UK, 
said: “This is an excellent 
combination of security 
measures that will make it 
easier for police to identify and 
capture metal thieves, as they 
will have forensic evidence 
from the grease linking the 
thief to the crime scene aswell 
as date and time-stamped 
footage of the crime actually 
taking place.”
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Hospital keeps track of  
medical equipment

University College London Hospitals 
NHS Foundation Trust (UCLH) provides 
acute and specialist services across six 
hospitals in central London. The Trust is 
introducing a new policy for managing 
the procurement and disposal of  
medical equipment regardless of value. 

It is also the first Trust in the UK to 
introduce a SelectaDNA forensic  
marking programme that will allow  
items such as PCs, laptops, monitors  
and printers to be recovered should  
they be lost or stolen.

Up until recently, clinical departments 
within the Trust had been free to 
purchase and dispose of their own 
equipment from their own budgets. This 
meant that any items under £5,000 were 
uncontrolled. 

David Cook, Head of Clinical Engineering 
who is leading the project, said: 

“A team of 18 staff will be visiting every 
clinical department to verify and update 
records of medical equipment, regardless 
of value. They will also update asset 
numbers and apply SelectaDNA security 
markings to each item. “

He added:  “This work is the first phase 
of a project to improve our efficiency 
when it comes to medical equipment. 
Not knowing exactly how many items we 
have means we don’t know how many 
have been lost or even stolen. Therefore, 
ensuring we have a log of equipment 
and that it is security marked to deter 
thieves is vital.”

MORE than 20,000 
medical items 
belonging to one of 
the largest NHS Trusts 
in the UK are being 
forensically marked with 
SelectaDNA as part of 
an ongoing initiative 
to improve equipment 
management to prevent 
and deter theft.
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HERE are a few ways in which Police Forces around the UK have been using 
SelectaDNA to stop burglary and theft. There are many more ideas online,  
take a look at the News section of our website: www.selectadna.co.uk

Void Properties
METAL items on a derelict housing estate 
in south-east London that is awaiting 
demolition are being protected  
by SelectaDNA Grease according  
to Greenwich Borough Police. 

The Ferrier Estate in Kidbrooke 
is currently unoccupied and the 
grease has been painted onto 
lead roofs, copper piping and 
boilers in empty flats. If someone 
attempts to steal the marked 
metal, the grease transfers onto 
their hands and clothing, and the 
invisible forensic markers in the 
grease show up under UV light. 
Police can then link that person 
back to the scene of the crime.

BoatWatch Scheme
A CRIME-FIGHTING initiative to target 
criminals who commit burglaries and 
thefts from boat owners in a Welsh 
coastal town has been introduced by 
Dyfed-Powys police. 

Officers from the Fishguard Neighbourhood 
Management Team have joined forces 
with the local sea-faring community to 
mark marine equipment and outboard 
motors with SelectaDNA. The initiative 
was launched at Lower Town Harbour 
and will help to deter marine theft in the 
area and ensure that any stolen items are 
returned to their owner. PCSO Olivia Jones 
from Fishguard NMT said: “SelectaDNA 
will become one of the many powerful 
tools available to the police and the wider 
community to stop criminals in their tracks. 
As a modern police force, we are prepared 
to use any new technologies available to 
assist in our fight against crime.”

Allotment Crime
INCIDENTS of theft and vandalism at allotment sites in Hitchin and 
Letchworth have resulted in forensic marking kits being deployed to 
deter burglars from the area. 

Officers from North Hertfordshire District Council and Hertfordshire Police are 
helping allotment owners paint SelectaDNA onto any items of value such as 
garden tools and lawnmowers. The marking kits are being handed out at 13 
sites in Hitchin, Letchworth and Baldock. The kits also contain high-visibility 
warning labels and window stickers. Letchworth Safer Neighbourhood 
Sergeant, Steve Oliphant said: “Used in conjunction with warning signs and 
stickers, we think this initiative will make thieves think twice before breaking 
in to steal property that can be easily identified as stolen. We think it’s a great 
opportunity for allotment holders to make their property and equipment 
more secure.”
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Road signs in Devon and Cornwall 
have been marked using SelectaDNA 
by Mobile Traffic Solutions (MTS) on 
behalf of their client, a leading highways 
network management company.

All signs are fitted with an onboard 
energy store which allows them to 
be used without a mains electricity 
source. The batteries used in the signs 
are designed to last for up to 2 years 
without the need to change them.

Iain Russell from MTS said: 

“The signs were being targeted by 
thieves who vandalised them in 
order to get hold of the batteries 
which were then sold for scrap. 
Since we have marked the signs 
with SelectaDNA, no further 
incidents have occurred.”

Seal of 
approval 
for new 
product 
range
SELECTAMARK has 
recently introduced 
a new product range 
featuring Harcor 
security seals that can 
be used for a wide-
variety of purposes 
such as sealing 
manhole covers, 
door openings, street 
furniture, and security-
related bags such as 
those used by casinos 
to store cash. 

The seals were used at the Sydney 
Olympics in 2000 and have multiple 
applications for use at the 2012 
Olympics in the UK such as sealing 
luggage and training equipment 
belonging to competitors.

The new range also includes 
SelectaLabel, a tamper-evident label 
that can be used by police to secure a 
crime scene.

Signing up to stop  
metal thieves
PORTABLE variable message signs that warn 
drivers of road accidents or long delays are being 
protected from theft and damage following a series 
of incidents where the batteries were stolen and 
traded for cash.

For more information on our range of products  
to protect against metal theft please call
+44 (0)1689 860757
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Selectamark Security Systems plc, 1 Locks Court, 429 Crofton Road, 
Locksbottom, Kent, BR6 8NL. Telephone: +44 (0)1689 860757  

For further press information and images contact: Angela Singleton, 
Press Officer for Selectamark. Telephone: +44 (0)7905 623 819    
Email: angela.singleton@selectamark.co.uk
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For more information on our products visit

www.selectadna.co.uk
or contact 
+44 (0)1689 860757
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BikeRegister joins Cycle 
Security Working Group

Bike Marking in the Square Mile

WHEN BikeRegister was 
recently announced as  
the preferred cycle 
register and bike marking 
product for London 
by the Metropolitan 
Police Service, our sales 
director James Brown 
was invited to join 
Transport for London’s 
Cycle Security Working 
Group (CSecWG).

The CSecWG was established to 
implement activities outlined in TfL’s 
Cycle Security Plan, which aims to give 
Londoners the confidence to park their 
bikes in designated areas without fear of 
theft or criminal damage. Other members 
of the CSecWG include Transport for 
London, British Transport Police,  
Met Police, City of London Police,  

London Cycling Campaign, Cyclists’ 
Touring Club, GLA and Sustrans.

James Brown said: “As a Group, we have 
been exchanging information and ideas 
on how to educate cyclists to prevent 
cycle theft. We have also been looking 
at ways to develop an effective code of 
practice for bike sellers, second-hand 
resellers and internet retailers.”

He added: “The fact that BikeRegister 
is now the single, endorsed register for 
all marked bikes in London means that 
police can easily search and verify the 
legitimate owner of a bike. This was one 
of the main aims of the Cycle Security 
Plan and one that we are confident we 
can help deliver.”

OFFICE workers and commuters in the City  
of London recently benefited from a crime 
prevention display held in Devonshire Square, 
close to Liverpool Street Station. 
More than 300 people attended the event, organised by PC Scott Green  
of City of London Police. Bike marking using BikeRegister kits was available to those 
who brought their bikes along on the day, as well as general security advice and 
information on how to prevent and deter theft and burglary. PC Scott Green said: 
“We were very pleased with the response to the event and will be organising similar 
events in the near future.”
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